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Single charged-pion photoproduction from circularly polarized photons and longitudinally-
polarized deuterons has been measured in the CLAS detector at Jefferson Lab. Preliminary E
asymmetries for the exclusive reaction, γ + n(p)→ π− + p(p), have been extracted with three very
different methods and are in excellent agreement. These data are expected to provide significant
new constraints on photoproduction multipoles from the neutron for which data are sparse.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent Lattice QCD calculations have supported the
long standing quark model expectation of many more
excited states of the nucleon than have been experimen-
tally observed. These missing states are expected to be
broad and overlapping and require detailed partial wave
analyses (PWA) to disentangle. Measurements of many
polarization observables are required to constrain PWA
and data for the neutron are sparse. The E06-101 (g14)
experiment was performed in Hall B of the Thomas Jef-
ferson National Accelerator Facility (JLab), during the
period from December 2011 to May 2012. Data included
in the present analysis were taken with circularly polar-
ized photon beams of energy between 0.85 to 2.4 GeV,
yielding 4.1 x 109 trigger events.

Frozen-spin hydrogen-deuteride (HD) targets [1, 2]
were used to provide longitudinally polarized quasi-free
neutrons. The HD In-Beam Cryostat (IBC) [2] oper-
ated as a dilution refrigerator and maintained targets at
50 mK in an 0.9 T superconducting solenoid. The tar-
get polarizations were calibrated in a separate produc-
tion dewar and monitored by NMR in the IBC. Average
deuteron polarizations were about 26% during experi-
ments and the relaxation time for the deuteron polariza-
tion was measured to be more than a year for the run
periods in this analysis.

The E asymmetry is defined as in Eq. (1) and obtained
from Pγ (photon beam polariztion), PD (D polarization
in HD target), σp and σa which are yields whose photon
and D spins are parallel and anti-parallel, respectively.

E =
1

Pγ × PD
× σa − σp
σa + σp

. (1)

Three different analysis techniques have been applied
to the data to extract the E asymmetries: (A) con-
ventional background suppression via sequential require-
ments (cuts) and empty-cell subtraction, and advanced
statistical methods that employed (B) kinematic fit-

ting and (C) a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) algorithm.
These are compared and combined in the subsequent sec-
tions.

II. DATA REDUCTION

Circularly polarized gamma-ray beams were produced
by the bremsstrahlung of electrons that were longitudi-
nally polarized (typically to 85%). Photon energies were
defined by the detection of the post-bremsstrahlung elec-
trons in a tagging spectrometer. This analysis focused on
the π−p final state, with particles detected in the CEBAF
Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) [3]. Multiple re-
action channels were used to calibrate both the tagging
spectrometer and the CLAS detector.

In each of the three analysis methods, a π− and a pro-
ton were identified using the correlation between veloc-
ity, calculated from time of flight (TOF), and particle
momentum, as measured by drift chambers within the
CLAS torus magnetic field. The selection was restricted
to events in which only one π− and one proton were de-
tected. Corrections were made for the energy losses of
the charged particles as they emerged from the target
material and traversed the CLAS detector.

To select quasi-free neutrons, each analysis also re-
stricted events to those with a missing momentum for
an undetected proton from the γ + n(p) → π−p (p) re-
action of ≤ 0.1 GeV. (Tighter restrictions had no signif-
icant effect on the extracted asymmetries.) More cuts
were applied to the three different methods described as
below.

Tracking of the charged particles in the CLAS drift
chambers allowed the reconstruction of the reaction ver-
tex. The results for full and empty target cells are shown
in Figure 1. The arrows indicate the regions included in
the different analyses.
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FIG. 1. The reaction vertex for a sample of data, recon-
structed along the beam axis with the horizontal scale in cm,
is shown for full (blue) and empty (red) target cells, normal-
ized to the same photon flux. (The peak centered near +1 cm
is generated by a foil within the cryostat and is independent
of the target.) The arrows delimit the regions included in the
(A) Background subtraction (green arrows), and (B) and (C)
advanced statistical analyses (black arrows).

A. Background subtraction

In a conventional Background subtraction a sequence
of cuts was applied to isolate the final state. Since in the
quasi-free limit the desired reaction is 2-body, events in
which the azimuthal angle difference between the proton
and the π− is within 180 ± 20 degrees were selected.

The square of the missing mass of a spectator proton
was constructed for the reaction, γ + D → π− + p + X
and events were selected for which that value was below
1.1 GeV2.

The background contribution from the Polychlorotri-
fluoroethylene (pCTFE) target cell windows and thin
Aluminum cooling wires [1] was obtained from data taken
with an empty target cell, scaled to the same photon flux,
and analysis requirements identical to the full target data
were imposed [4, 5]. The contributions to the yields from
the target cell windows were thus removed by subtrac-
tion. This process was carried out independently for each
of 13 cos(θcmπ ) bins and 21 W bins, ranging from 1.5 to
2.3 GeV.

B. Kinematic fitting

Kinematic fitting (KinFit) uses the constraints of en-
ergy and momentum conservation to improve the accu-
racy of measured quantities, and so obtain improved es-
timates on the momenta of undetected particles [6]. This
allows a separation of reactions with additional particles
in the final state, as well as reactions on bound nucle-
ons in the target cell material, since these deviate from
elementary kinematics.

In this analysis, a pre-selection of events eliminated

the target cell windows with cuts on the vertex recon-
struction (within the black arrows of Figure 1), leaving
only the background from aluminum cooling wires to be
removed by the fitting algorithm. Kinematic fitting also
emphasized quasi-free reactions by significantly suppress-
ing contributions from high-momentum neutrons in the
deuteron.

For each event, a confidence level was calculated, as-
suming the reaction γ + (n)→ π− + p, where the target
was assumed to have the neutron mass but unknown mo-
mentum [7]. On this confidence level distribution a re-
quirement of ≥ 0.05 was applied to extract the reaction
yields. This confidence level requirement was varied to
investigate the impact on the extracted asymmetries (1.3
% relative) and the results of this and similar systematic
studies are reflected in the first row of Table I.

C. Boosted Decision Trees

When viewing exclusive events in a quasi-4π detector
such as the CLAS, many different kinematic variables can
be constructed. Conventional analyses, such as discussed
in (A) above, view each of these in different projections
to one or two dimension and place sequential cuts on
the data to extract the reaction of interest. In contrast,
multivariate Boosted Decision Trees (BDT) can be used
to view each event in a higher dimension where all cuts
can be placed simultaneously [8, 9]. The process creates
a forest of logical if-else tests for every kinematic variable
and the resulting decision trees are applied to all of the
available information.

In this application, π−+p candidate events were pre-
selected and their reconstructed vertex was required to
lie within the region excluding the target cell windows
(within the black arrows of Figure 1). The BDT algo-
rithm was trained on the results of a Monte Carlo of
the CLAS response to the reaction of interest and on
the empty target data, and then used to separate each
event into either signal or background [10]. This proce-
dure retained an average of about 25% more π− + p
events than those from the method A, which resulted in
smaller statistical uncertainties, and yielded asymmetry
results in good agreement with the other analysis meth-
ods. Parameters of the procedure were varied to study
the associated systematic uncertainties, and the results
are summarized in Table I.

III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

From an analysis of the full data set, the asymmetries
resulting from the three data reduction methods are sta-
tistically consistent. As an example, E asymmetries as
a function of cos θπ− , calculated in the center of mass of
the γ+n system, are shown in Figure 2 for each of the
three analysis methods at a sample of four different total
energy bins. The magenta, red and blue points are re-
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TABLE I. Estimated systematic uncertainties of E (prelim-
inary) for each of the three analysis methods, and for beam
and target polarization. (All uncertainties are relative.)

Contribution to σsys σsys
BkgSub KinFit BDT

Analysis Parameter variation: 3.7% 3.5% 3.5%
Extrapolation to |~pmiss|=0: 2.2% 2.2% 2.2%
σsys(cuts): 4.3% 4.1% 4.1%

Photon beam polarization: 3.4% 3.4% 3.4%
Target polarization: 6.0% 6.0% 6.0%
σsys(polarization): 6.9% 6.9% 6.9%

σsys(total): 8.1% 8.0% 8.0%

sults from the Background Subtraction, kinematic fitting
and BDT analyses, respectively.

A weighted average of the results from the three analy-
ses has been used to give the best estimate of the E asym-
metries. In calculating the net uncertainty, we have used
standard methods to estimate the correlations between
the analyses [11], which are not completely identical since
the different analysis requirements result in a selection
of different sets of events. The resulting asymmetries
are shown in Figure 3, for a sample of twelve W bins,

ranging from 1.52 to 2.28 GeV. Also plotted there are
predictions from Partial Wave Analyses (PWA) by the
George Washington University SAID group (red curves)
[12] and the Bonn-Gatchina (BoGn) collaboration (black
curves) [13]. The predictions are largely consistent with
the asymmetry data at lower energies, but significant de-
viations develop with increasing energy. This is to be
expected since photo-production data from the neutron
are quite limited and the production amplitude is under-
constrained. New PWA which include fits to these data
are now underway and will undoubtedly lead to signifi-
cant modifications to the neutron multipoles.

Systematic variations to the data have been studied
by changing parameter values for each of the three anal-
ysis methods and the results are summarized in Ta-
ble I. The systematic uncertainty associated with analy-
sis and event processing enter the three methods in dif-
ferent ways, but total about 4% in each case. Nonethe-
less, the systematic polarization uncertainty dominates
(6.9%) and leads to a total systematic uncertainty of 8%
for the experiment.

This work was supported in parts by the U.S. De-
partment of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Nuclear
Physics under contract DE-AC05-06OR23177.
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FIG. 2. Preliminary E asymmetries are plotted as a function of cos θπ− in the γ+n CM frame from the three analysis methods
(Magenta: Background Subtraction; Red: kinematic fitting; Blue: BDT ) for (a) 1.52 ≤ W ≤ 1.56 GeV, (b) 1.76 ≤ W ≤ 1.80
GeV, (c) 2.04 ≤ W ≤ 2.08 GeV and (d) 2.20 ≤ W ≤ 2.24 GeV.
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FIG. 3. Net exclusive E asymmetries, as a function of cos θπ− in the γ+n CM frame, for a sample of twelve W ranges from 1.52
to 2.28 GeV. Only statistical errors are shown. Two PWA analysis predictions are plotted for SAID[solution CM12] [12](red
curves) and BoGn[solution 2011-02] [13](black curves).


